
A MECHANICAL ENGINEER IS WRITING A DESIGN SPECIFICATION

EXAMPLE

The Product Requirements Document (PRD) is a familiar term to many A mechanical engineer will design the physical
buttons, choose the.

Durability and performance characteristics from the PRD will inform the choice. Means of control are often
disregarded yet very important, even in the first steps of the design. It is understandable that some people need
the reassurance of a bulletproof plan often to keep management happy. Tip 7: Define the control criteria How
do we know that a requirement is valid or fulfilled? These usually describe the shell parts, the security
components, or the protection systems. This will result in several secondary requirements that define the
translation, speed and force required. Was this article helpful? The surface model needs to be converted to a
solid CAD model, and the CMF document needs to be translated into a mechanical engineering spec. How
you control that can be as simple as a visual control or as elaborate as adding a sensor. Furthermore, those
requirements might lead to a third set of requirements that will describe the support system and even more
details. Writing a formal specification is one of those things. Each functional requirement is defined
quantitatively to avoid ambiguity, and is normally defined within a range of values which are considered
acceptable. The FAST diagram is an elaborate tree that takes start from one main requirement see basic
example in Fig. Why require something if it cannot or will not be tested? Think of the functional specification
as a map of a meadow leading toward a big red X, with a few red dots that mark the path, rather than a highly
scaled map with hundreds of red dots at 0. Tip 9: Add a flexibility scale According to some senior engineers,
this is an unnecessary category to add. Be precise and specific with your language. Problems can arise due to
over-descriptiveness, trying to make everyone happy, being too specific with one requirement at the expense
of another, etc. An ERD is a living document in the early days of product development. Tip 3: Build from the
requirements The requirements are like the roots that are the foundation of your mechanical tree. Take our
speaker for example again: there are buttons to control volume.


